
Anywhere.

Add the Richness &
Elegance of Wood

Eggers Wood Paneling & Woodworking

Anywhere.
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Turning Nature’s 
Beauty into Works 
of Art.
Whether you’re looking to add a touch of 
upscale elegance to a newly remodeled 
common area, enhance a conference 
room with a custom sketchface tabletop, 
or anything in between, you can be sure 
that VT architectural wood paneling and 
woodworking will leave a lasting impression 
on your guests. Our state-of-the-art 
manufacturing facility is equipped with the 
latest technologies and quality assurance 
checkpoints to ensure a flawless product.
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Design possibilities become endless with VT’s extensive array of architectural 
wood products. With our state-of-the-art manufacturing equipment, we have the 
capabilities to produce architectural and custom plywood paneling to match your 
project’s exact specifications.

Architectural Wood Paneling^

• Meets Architectural Woodwork Institute (AWI) standards
• Stock sized panels — available in as few as 5 business days
• Flat and curved architectural plywood panels
• No minimum quantities
• Veneer bands, concealed lumber bands, exposed lumber bands, or raw edge
• Acoustical panels for wall or ceiling applications
• CARB Phase II ULEF/NAF
• Miter folding, inlays, reveals, and other machining capabilities
• Ability to match doors, conference tabletops, and other veneered components
• Sketchface, blueprint, sequence, and a variety of other matching options

CORE OPTIONS*

CHARACTERISTICS MDF Particleboard Veneer

Thickness 1/4”, 1/2”, 3/4”, 1-1/8”,
1-1/4”, 1-1/2” 7/16”, 3/4”, 1-3/16” 1/16” to 1-1/4”

Class A Fire Label Yes Yes Yes

NAUF Yes Yes Yes

FSC© Certified Yes Yes Yes

Screw Holding on Face Better Good Best

Screw Holding on Edge Better Good Good

Ease of Edge Machining Best Good Good

Appearance of Edge Better Good Good

Relative Weight Heavy Heavy Light

Core Voids when Cut No No Slight

Strength to Weight Ratio Low Low High
*Other cores available upon request.
^In addition to veneered panels, VT also offers panels with plastic laminate or vinyl-clad panels.
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Standard Dimensions

Panel Thickness:
• 1/4”, 1/2”, 3/4”, 1”
• Other sizes available upon request; 

longer lead times may apply

Panel Sizes:
• 4’ x 8’, 5’ x 8’, 4’ x 10’, 5’ x 10’
• Curved panels up to 60” x 120”
• Additional sizes available upon request 

including cut to size and oversized 
panels; longer lead times may apply

Edge Detail

• Matching species to face of various 
domestic or imported species

• Concealed or exposed lumber bands
• Panel edges can be grooved, splined, 

rabbeted, mitered, or shaped to custom 
profiles.

Adhesives

• Type I glue is standard
• No added urea-formaldehyde

Finishing

VT’s wide range of finish options is 
anchored by a Gardall UV-cured finish, 
an environmentally friendly system that 
meets AWS standards for curable finishes. 
The Gardall finishing system consists of 
water-based stains and 100 percent solid 
clear coats that are free of Volatile Organic 
Compounds (VOC) and conforms to CDPH/
EHLB Standard Method (CA01350).
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Our stock panel program meets your project’s needs for quality panels in as few 
as five working days from receipt of order to ship date*.

*Other species available, including laminates. Longer lead times may apply. 
No minimum quantities. Quantities greater than 100 may increase lead times. 

Caramel Bamboo QD Eucalyptus QD White Maple QD White Oak

Natural Bamboo VG Douglas Fir PS Red Oak Rift White Oak

PS White Ash PS Mahogany QD Red Oak PS Walnut

QD White Ash QD Mahogany Rift Red Oak QD Walnut

PS European 
Steamed Beech

PS Makore PS Teak

PS Cherry QD Makore QD Teak

QD Cherry PS White Maple PS White Oak

Stock Veneer Panels

Construction

• Standard three-ply construction
• Particleboard#

• Fire retardant particleboard#

• NAUF particleboard or MDF#

• FSC® certified particleboard#

• MDF#

• Veneer core#

• FSC® certified MDF#

Dimensions

• 4’ x 8’, 5’ x 8’, 4’ x 10’, 5’ x 10’
• All panels are slightly oversized
• Cut-to-size panels are available upon 

request

Panel Thickness

1/2”, 3/4”. Other sizes available upon request.
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Embrace the warm, welcoming beauty.
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With VT acoustical paneling, you not only get high-quality plywood that looks beautiful, 
but sounds great too. VT’s acoustical plywood helps to reduce reverberation and noise, 
all while providing your guests with ultimate privacy. 

Acoustical Panels

Acoustical Performance Testing Methods

• NRC–Noise Reduction Coefficient: A measure of how effective a material is at 
absorbing sound.

• SAA–Sound Absorption Average: The amount of sound absorbed by a surface finish.

There are two common mounting 
methods for plywood paneling, 
known as “A” mounting and “E” 
mounting. The “A” mounting is used 
to test wall panels. The “E” mounting 
is used to test ceiling panels and is 
typically given a three digit suffix, 
e.g. “E-400.” This represents the 
depth (in millimeters) of the sealed 
airspace behind the acoustical 
material tested. 

The ASTM C423 test standard is 
the standard test method for sound 
absorption and sound absorption 
coefficients by the reverberation 
room method.
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SW1525/SW2075 SW4555 SW8090 SW9590

3/4” thick plank/panel 
with grooved face

3/4” thick panel with a 
micro-perf face

3/4” thick panel with 
micro-perf face & 1” 
thick panel behind***

3/4” thick panel with 
micro-perf face & 2” 
thick panel behind***

Type A Mount/ 
Flush Wall

NCR 0.15 / SAA 0.18**

NRC 0.20 / SAA 0.20*
NCR 0.45 / SAA 0.43** NRC 0.80 / SAA 0.81** NRC 0.95 / SAA 0.95**

E400 Ceiling NCR .025 / SAA 0.18**

NCR 0.75 / SAA 0.77*
NCR 0.55 / SAA 0.56** NRC 0.90 / SAA 0.90** NRC 0.90 / SAA 0.92**

Flame Spread 
Rating Class A (QAI Label) Class B (QAI Test Report)

Veneers Any Available Veneer

Thickness 3/4”

Size Maximum 4’ x 10’ 5’ x 10’ 5’ x 10’ 5’ x 10’

Matching
Blueprint, sequencing, 

& end matching 
available

Similar Color & Grain

LEED Yes

* NCR/SAA Ratings with a fleece backer
** NCR/SAA Ratings without a fleece backer
*** 1” & 2” thick insulation backer by others. Installation instructions are available.
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Conference Tabletops
VT's veneer and wood conference tabletops are custom fabricated from a wide selection of 
hardwood veneers to lend just the right amount of character and dignity to any room. We 
assemble our own hardwood veneer faces, giving you full control of the aesthetic quality of 
your project. Tabletop cores can be manufactured in particleboard or MDF and finished with 
your choice of exceptional hardwood veneers, ranging from the common to the very exotic. 
VT Industries also offers plastic laminate tabletops as well.

• Particleboard or MDF cores available
• Nearly unlimited selection of veneers
• Ability to match doors, trims, mouldings, 

rails, substrates, and office components 
• Edge banding available
• Vinyl edges available
• FSC© certified veneers and substrates 

available upon request
• Detailed inlays and multi-specie assemblies 

for a unique look
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• Matching species to face or various 
domestic or imported species

• Concealed or exposed lumber bands
• Veneer banding is applied after face 

laminating
• May be from the same flitch as the face 

for greater consistency of color and grain
• The edges can be grooved, splined, 

rabbeted, mitered, or custom 

Bring Your Visions to Life.
Edge Detail Adhesives

• Type I glue is standard
• No added urea-formaldehyde

Finishing

VT’s wide range of finish options is 
anchored by a Gardall UV-cured finish, 
an environmentally friendly system 
that meets AWS standards for curable 
finishes. The Gardall finishing system 
consists of water-based stains and 
100 percent solid clear coats that are 
free of Volatile Organic Compounds 
(VOC) and Conforms to CDPH/EHLB 
Standard Method (CA01350).
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Veneered Components
VT’s custom veneer-wrapped components provide the perfect touch for any project. 
Whether veneer wrapping unsightly metal edges with the rich elegance of wood, 
or substituting veneer wrapped substrates for expensive lumber, veneer wrapped 
components create a masterpiece that is both economically and environmentally savvy. 

Turning nature’s beauty into works of art.
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Bring any space to life with our custom, 
hand-crafted products including

• Case goods 
• Shelving
• Desks
• Cubicles/dividers
• Frames
• Paneling
• Door banding

Office Components

Trim, Rails, Mouldings, & Substrates

VT’s hardwood veneer wrapping gives 
trim, rails, mouldings and substrates 
an elegant look that complements 
each element of a room—and the 
overall aesthetic statement the room 
makes. Components are veneer-
wrapped with the finest hardwood 
veneers and then assembled in-house 
for optimum customization and 
quality—saving you time and money.
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Veneer Matching 

Please refer to vtindustries.com for more information on veneer matching.

Matching Faces Within a Panel

Matching Faces Between a Panel

Running Match Balance Match Center Match Book Match

Slip Match Diamond Sunburst

Blueprint Match Architectural End Match Sequence Match
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Sustainability

WOOD PANELS FSC® Wood 
Content

Recycled 
Content

Low-Emitting Materials: 3rd 
Party Certification for CA 

Low-Emitting 
Materials  

Particleboard No Yes SCS Indoor Advantage™ Gold* ULEF/NAF Phase2

FSC® Particleboard Yes Yes SCS Indoor Advantage™ Gold* ULEF/NAF Phase2

MDF No Yes SCS Indoor Advantage™ Gold* ULEF/NAF Phase2

FSC® MDF Yes Yes SCS Indoor Advantage™ Gold* ULEF/NAF Phase2

Veneer Core Yes Yes SCS Indoor Advantage™ Gold* ULEF/NAF Phase2

VT Industries proudly offers architectural veneered panels, conference tops, and 
veneer-wrapped components that are NEPCon certified to the standards of the Forest 
Stewardship Council® (FSC®). FSC® certified wood products assist with Leadership in Energy 
and Environmental Design (LEED) project certification. VT’s wide range of finish options is 
anchored by a UV-cured finish, an environmentally friendly system that meets Architectural 
Woodwork Standards (AWS) standards for curable finishes. The UV-cured finishing 
system consists of water-based stains and 100% solid clear coats, free of Volatile Organic 
Compounds (VOC). All of our plywood products are certified by SCS Global Services with their 
Indoor Advantage Gold™ Certification.

* Conforms to CDPH/EHLB Standard Method (CA 01350) v1.2-2017
NAUF not required for LEED v4 14
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CORPORATE HEADQUARTERS
HOLSTEIN, IOWA FACILITY 

1000 INDUSTRIAL PARK 
HOLSTEIN, IA 51025

P  800.827.1615

TWO RIVERS, WISCONSIN FACILITY 
ONE EGGERS DRIVE

TWO RIVERS, WI 54241
P  920.793.1351 

PLYWOOD_INFO@VTINDUSTRIES.COM
www.vtindustries.com/wood-paneling

VT Industries is committed 
to providing superior 

craftsmanship and 
exceptional service with 

every order. Family-
owned since 1956, we’ve 

grown to become a 
leading manufacturer 
of architectural wood 
paneling, doors, and 
countertop surfaces. 


